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DISCLAIMER 
 

Cygnus is a quarterly publication and is pro-
duced by and for members of the Norwich 

Astronomical Society. 
 

Opinions expressed in Cygnus are those of 
the  

contributors and do not necessarily reflect 
those of the  Society 

COVER 

Images of September’s lunar eclipse by  
Len Adam. 

EDITORIAL 
 
 
 
 

If all goes well those of you who get the paper copy of Cygnus should be 
holding a far more colourful little magazine than usual.  Of course it’s not 
quite as colourful as some of the language I direct at my laptop when I’m 
compiling Cygnus each quarter (if I had put a swear box beside my comput-
er when I assumed the role of editor, six years ago, I’d probably have 
enough to buy a state-of-the-art Takahashi 150mm refractor by now!).  Any-
way, I hope you like the new-look Cygnus and perhaps will feel inspired to 
submit an article, an image, or a drawing or two.  It’s always interesting to 
read about and/or see what fellow members of our Society have been ob-
serving, imaging or sketching.  No matter how humble you think your effort 
might be all contributions are warmly welcomed by myself and will be ap-
preciated by those who read Cygnus. 
 
As well having a bit more colour you will find Cygnus has other differences 
in this issue.  Dale Holt has taken a break from his usual ‘Dale’s DSOs’ article 
to write about the comedian and amateur astronomer Will Hay, and on page 
18 Ivan Rukaber has provided what I think may be the first work of fiction 
to appear in this magazine, a short, and rather spooky, story  
 
It only remains for me to wish you a Merry Yuletide and a happy and pros-
perous New Year with (hopefully!) many nights of clear skies. 
 
Spadge 
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As I write this, the first snows of winter have settled and NAS can look back at the autumn season with 
justified feelings of satisfaction.  Public night speakers and helpers have done a great job – the November 
event even got a wonderful fireworks display courtesy of the airfield and some fabulous skies!  Group  
visit lectures during the week have been busy and very well received.  When it comes to members’ 
events, we’ve had some excellent outside speakers (one of whom has since joined the Society) but of 
particular mention should be the “What’s Up ...” members’ talks, which have been very successful in their 
new format.  For those who have not yet attended one, they consist of one to three fairly short talks on 
subjects of the speaker’s choosing.  What is of interest to one member may not be to another, so feel 
free to come and go between talks if you wish - or nip in quietly if you’re late!  On the other hand, I sat 
through all the talks, and even subjects that looked potentially dry and dull on paper were actually very 
interesting - a great testament to the quality and presentation skills of our speakers!  I wish to thank all 
the speakers, helpers and organisers for all the events this year.   All we need now are some more clear 
nights to go with events! 
 
The annual NAS Christmas Party takes place on Friday 18th December at the Observatory and, as usual, it 
will be a simple ‘bring-and-eat’ buffet and a bit of fun.  If you’re at the club, there is a form on the notice 
board where you can write what you are intending to bring. This ensures that we don’t all make the  
mistake of bringing caviar flavoured Pot Noodle (my favourite! ☺ ).  Really, just bring along what you 
wish, or can afford.  All members are welcome, with eating to start at 8pm.  If the Chairman can pull his 
finger out there may even be a short quiz … 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Until next time, let me wish everyone my warmest season’s greetings, a peaceful new year and clear 
skies! 
 
Andy G 

Another date for the diary - the NAS AGM will be held on 
29th January 2016. All members are welcome. A more 
formal notice should be included with this copy of  
Cygnus (or as a separate posting if you take the elec-
tronic Cygnus).  If you wish to stand for any post on the 
Committee or submit an agenda item please contact the 
NAS Secretary (Dave Cook). 
 
Finally, to keep those members up to date who don’t 
read the monthly NAS Newsletter, the public consulta-
tion period for the proposed Digestate Lagoon to be 
built near the Observatory has now closed, but the  
process is ongoing and looks likely to be discussed at 
the January NCC Planning Committee meeting.  In the 
meantime NAS have formally objected to the application 
along with over 160 others. 
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Looking at the terminator of the 9-day 
old Moon one evening last September I 
was first drawn to the dramatically lit 
craters such as Copernicus, Clavius and 
Bullialdus, all of which I had drawn on 
previous occasions.  But then I noticed, 
not far above Bullialdus in the field of 
view, a group of less prominent craters.  
These lay to the north of the Mare Nubi-
um, seeming to form a partial barrier be-
tween this lunar ‘sea’ and the Mare Cog-
nitum. 
 
Although they looked familiar I had to 
resort to my map to identify them and 
the moment I did this I realised why they 
were so familiar.  It was about 30 to 40 
kilometres to the north of the largest of 
the craters, Fra Mauro (marked ‘F’ on my 
drawing), that Apollo 14 landed in Janu-
ary 1971. 
 
Several probes have soft landed or have 
been deliberately crashed onto this area 
of the Moon’s surface.  Ranger 7 trans-
mitted back to Earth the first close-up 
pictures of the mare in 1964 and it was 
after this, the first successful mission in 
the ranger series, that part of the mare 
Nubium was renamed Mare Cognitum—
the ‘Known Sea’.  You will search in vain 

MOONWATCHERS 

Flooded Fra Mauro 

I well remember following the Apollo 14 mission on T.V. and watching as astronauts 
Alan Shepard and Ed Mitchell gathered samples of lunar rocks and regolith, towing their 
‘modular Equipment Transporter’ (handcart to you and me).  Ten years earlier Shepard 
had been the first American in space and was the only one of the original ‘Mercury Sev-
en’ to set foot on the Moon.  He became the first (and to date only!) lunar golfer, pro-
ducing two golf balls and using the pole from the solar wind experiment to tee off—not 
an easy thing to do in a cumbersome space suit. 

F 

B 

P 

G 

T 

o 
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The area to the north of Fra Mauro is ridged north to south and selenologists suspected this 
was caused by ejecta from the impact that created the mare Imbrium basin.  An important 
objective of the Apollo 14 mission was to gather rocks that might prove this theory and 
help determine the age of the Imbrium impact.  The astronauts brought back rock samples 
that were clearly breccias excavated by impact, but apparently opinion is divided as to 
whether these were caused by the Imbrium event or by the impact that created the 95 km 
diameter Fra Mauro. 
 
Fra Mauro is an old, ruined and flooded crater.  Its walls to the east have been breached by 
rising magma.  Two craters intrude into Fra Mauro, these are the sixty kilometre diameter 
Bonpland (B) and the slightly younger Parry (P), which is forty eight kilometres across, but 
doesn’t look that much smaller in my drawing!  (Oh well, we all make mistakes!) 
 
The fourth of these ancient craters and separated from the Fra Mauro/Parry/Bonpland trio 
by 100 kilometres and is the 64 km in diameter Guericke (G).  Higher magnifications than I 
used for my drawing will reveal detail inside all four of the craters, where the lava that 
flooded them is peppered by later impacts.  Some of the newer craters in the area are l 
arger, like Tolansky (T).  They contrast with the older, eroded and flooded craters and can  
easily be seen with a small telescope. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
I hope some of you will be encouraged to look at the Fra Mauro area and as ever I would 
welcome any observing notes and/or sketches that you might make.   However, I must 
make it plain that, no matter how good you  may claim your eyesight to be, I will regard 
with the greatest scepticism any reports of sightings of Alan Shepard’s golf balls! 
 
Happy Moon-gazing! 
 
Spadge 

The Fra Mauro Highlands, as photographed by the 

Apollo 14 astronauts. 
(On the 18th hole?)  Alan Shepard 

with Old Glory.  Photos  courtesy of 
NASA. 
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SUE’S STELLAR SUGGESTIONS 

Perseus 
 
High above us in the winter sky is the constellation of Perseus, named after 
one of the heroes of Greek mythology.  Stories abound of his rescuing  
Andromeda, catching the flying horse Pegasus, and using the gorgon Medusa’s 
head to turn the sea monster Cetus into stone.  These characters are all 
grouped above us and I like to imagine the ancient Greeks looking up and 
weaving their fantastical stories around the patterns of the stars. 
 
Perseus is seen as a line of stars coming down from Cassiopeia towards the 
Pleiades in Taurus, with another line coming from the bright star at the centre 
of this first line and going towards Andromeda.  Our hero is often portrayed 
carrying the head of Medusa, in the form of the star Algol.  This is a variable 
star which every 2.87 days fades from magnitude 2.1 to 3.4 over a period of 
about four hours, as the bright white star is partially eclipsed by its very dim 
companion. Algol stays at this low brightness for nearly two hours before  
returning to its normal magnitude.  About half way between Algol and the 
beautiful double star Gamma (γ) Andromedae is one of Messier’s open clusters, 

M34, a very pretty cluster with several bright stars, many in pairs, and many 
more fainter stars. 
 
I like to scan the length of this constellation with my wide field telescope or 
binoculars, in particular the area around Alpha (α) α) α) α) Persei.  Here we have a 

loose collection of stars, forming an S shape.  Then of course we must go up-
wards towards Cassiopeia and take our time to study  the Double Cluster 
(NGC 869 and 884).  This has to be one of my big favourites, especially if 
the skies are really clear.  It is also a very good ‘wow’ cluster to show visitors 
on open nights! This is visible to the naked eye as a faint patch of light about 
halfway between the lower edge of Cassiopeia and the top of Perseus. 
 
While we are in this part of the sky I would like to take you over to the very 
faint constellation of  Camelopardalis — in particular to a rather unusual long 
line of stars known as Kemble’s Cascade.  To find this, imagine a line 
through the top two stars of Cassiopeia, continue down until you find a curve 
of three stars and then point your scope or binocular at the left hand star of 
this arc.  With luck you will find yourself in the long ‘cascade’ of 20 or so stars, 

By Sue Napper 
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which tumble down, ending in a pool formed by the open cluster NGC 1502.  
This is definitely a time for low power and a wide field, it is also better viewed 
with a manual, rather than driven scope, allowing you to scan down its length.  
Another brilliant asterism to share with visitors. 
 
So here we are with the colder nights...really the best time for astronomy so 
long as you don’t forget the extra layers.  I look forward to sharing some views 
with members and visitors alike, just let’s hope for some clear nights. 

CASSIOPEIA 

PERSEUS 

NGC 884 

NGC 869 

Double Cluster 

γ γ γ γ Andromedae 

M34 

NGC 1502 
αααα 

The Pleiades 

ββββ 

εεεε 

o 
Algol 

Kemble’s Cascade 
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Great Spirits vs. Mediocre Minds:  
A History of Astronomers  and Cosmologists in Their Long Struggle Against  

Irrationality, Dogma & Tyranny. (Part 2) 

In the last issue of Cygnus I discussed the contributions to astronomy the Greeks bequeathed 
to us and how many of them paid the price for daring to challenge the conventional wisdom of 
the day, which everyone ‘just knew’ was ‘correct’.  In part two I’ll look at the state of affairs in 
the Islamic world.  The Greeks may have named the planets, constellations and some stars, 
but it was the Muslims who named the majority of the stars we see with the naked eye.  Not 
only did they define a lot of astronomy, they also gave us our numbering system, algorithms 
and algebra.  Perhaps the brightest intellect of them all was a man who arguably devised the 
scientific method itself: Ibn al-Haytham. 

Al-Haytham was an Arabian polymath and natural  
philosopher (i.e. scientist) who made significant contri-
butions to the principles of optics, astronomy, mathe-
matics, meteorology, visual perception and perhaps 
even ‘The Scientific Method’.  He became renowned in 
his homeland of Iraq for his intellectual prowess and in 
some sense became a victim of his own success.  The 
story goes that his reputation within the Middle East 
around the turn of the last millennium brought him to 
the attention of the theocratic ruler of Egypt, Fatimid 
Caliph  al-Hakim bi Amr Allah, who commissioned him 
with the task of coming up with a means to control the 
flood waters of the Nile.  Unfortunately this assignment  

Ibn al-Haytham, as he appears on the 

Iraqi 10 dinar note. 

proved far too ambitious  for al-Haytham to accomplish using the limited technologies of the 
day, and his failure threw the Caliph into a rage and he sentenced al-Haytham to death.  In or-
der to evade execution al-Haytham feigned insanity and his apparent mental illness resulted in 
the sentence being reduced to mere imprisonment.  During the time of his incarceration he set 
his mind upon questions of physics and its relationship to geometry; as a result the science of 
optics was born. 
 
Once freed, after the Caliph’s death, he researched his ideas about mathematical relationships 
in optics, in the  Cairo library.  Here he examined works of Greek natural philosophers who pro-
posed that vision was only possible because light was radiated exponentially from out of our 
eyes.  Of course this is totally wrong but had a grain of truth in it; light indeed was the key to 
vision but al-Haytham questioned how our eyes could illuminate objects as distant as the Moon 
or the Sun.  It became apparent to him that the reverse was true; those objects actually emit-
ted or reflected light and there was an exponential reduction in their size according to their dis-
tances and as a result an image was formed on the back of our eyes due to the fact that light 
travels in straight lines. 
 
He devised a series of experiments to confirm this hypothesis and identified related phenomena 
such as the nature of reflection, as well as liquid and atmospheric refractive phenomena.  
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Around  1020 he published his findings in his work Kitab Albasrait  (Book of Optics).  Un-
like the ideas which the Greek natural philosophers had postulated before him, al-
Haytham’s book was disciplined, real science, i.e. tested and independently confirmable 
from precise mathematical formulae, which could potentially be falsified, rather than 
mere opinion and blind faith.  For this reason he is arguably the world’s first true scientist 
and empiricist and is someone anyone who has ever used a telescope, a camera or even 
eyeglasses, owes a debt of gratitude. 

Imam Hamid al-Ghazali was essentially the Islamic equivalent of 
St. Augustine in that he codified the essentails of Islam into a 
very specified format that included many ‘dos’ and ‘don’ts’.  One 
of the ‘don’ts’ was mathematics.  He decreed that manipulating 
numbers was the work of the Devil and banned such practices 
from that day forth (just like Bishop Cyril who, 600 years previ-
ously, had decreed the pagan astronomer Hypatia’s astronomical 
formulae were evidence of her witchcraft).  The repercussions of 
outlawing mathematics on scientific progress within the Islamic 
world cannot be underestimated and it has never entirely recov-
ered from this act of intellectual vandalism from that day to this.  
That may sound like a gross exaggeration, however it can be put 
into perspective (ahem!) mathematically, simply by looking at the 
statistics for Nobel Prize winner awards.  Jews have won 25% of all Nobel Prizes since 
they began.  That’s 143 prizes out of 579 from a Judaic population of almost 15 million.  
Muslims, on the other hand, have won just two.  This gives them 0.3% of the total, and 
remember that their population is well in excess of a billion.  Of course this says nothing 
about the intellectual capabilities of Muslims—remember they gave the world its decimal 
system of numerals, algebra, algorithms, optics, medical advances, and arguably the  
scientific method itself.  All it tells us is how much damage an authority can wreak upon 
progress if it wields a disproportionate amount of power within a society.  This kind of 
mistake is certainly one Europeans have also suffered from time and time again. 
 
Paul Brocklehurst. 

Another ‘Great Spirit’ from the Middle East, who contribut-
ed massively to astronomy, is Nasir al-Din al-Tusi, who in 
addition to being an astronomer and astrologer (don’t for-
get that Isaac Newton was an astrologer too) was also an 
architect, biologist, chemist, mathematician, physician, 
physicist, theologian and philosopher.  He even speculated 
on the concept of evolution, 600 years before Charles Dar-
win, conclusively proving natural selection via hereditary 
variation to be factual.  I might have been able to cite 
names of other notable Islamic astronomers and scientists 
like al-Haytham and al-Tusi were it not for the actions of 
one man, Hamid al-Ghazali who single-handedly eradicated 
most scientific progress from the Middle East for centuries 
afterwards.  As it happens al-Tusi is one exception, howev-
er, almost no other astronomer of any great note followed 
in his footsteps and the blame for this state of affairs can 
largely be placed on al-Ghazali’s shoulders. 

Nasir al-Din al-Tusi. 

Hamid al– Gazali 
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Well, when you look at this picture, 
you think, nothing much really, quite 
tatty, possible double exposure too. 
But you can identify the Great Nebula, 
and there is a story, very significant to 
me, behind this picture.  So where do 
I begin?   
 
I guess the story starts when I was 
16. I’d just left school and started a 
job. My mam had this policy that your 
first week’s wage was yours to do with 
whatever I pleased, then after, I was 
expected to pay board.  
 
So I bought a small refractor, set it up 
on my bedroom window (which looked 
over most of Derby) and pointed it at 
the brightest object in the sky. Imag-
ine my surprise when I discovered it 
to be Saturn!  
 
 

FIRST LIGHT 

Tom Latham tells us about his first attempt at  
Astronomical photography. 

Anyway, I had to return to school for my exams and on one of these occasions I met up 
with my physics teacher and told her what I had seen, excited that I had found it.  She 
then told me about the Derby Astronomical Society and when they met.  So, the next 
meeting they had, I went along.  They had a young lad (originally from the society) give 
a lecture.  He was working at a university developing a digital imaging sensor, or a CCD.  
 
Well, I was deeply impressed, and afterwards proceeded to go out at the next oppor-
tunity, and buy myself a Zenith B SLR camera.  It was a very basic and completely man-
ual camera, but with it, I got into photography, and took this picture.  I also developed 
this.  So ultimately, this is my very first Astro image, taken 36 years ago. 
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Here is an updated version of that first picture that I did earlier this year: 
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SKETCHPAD 

Shock news!  Imager picks up pencil! 

John Hipperson made this sketch of a  
solar prominence.  Nice one John, I hope 

this is not the last sketch you submit! 

Above:  one of the editor’s sketches of  

September’s eclipse  of the Moon. 
 

Below: When starting out sketching it’s a 
good idea to practice technique by copying 

from photos. Barry Dingle’s drawing of  

lunar crater Daedelus is one such practice 
piece.  I look forward to him submitting 

more sketches to Cygnus. 
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 WILL HAY—ASTRONOMER 
 

Growing up in the 1960s and 70s, as I did, one experienced the transition 
between black-and-white and colour TV broadcasting.  With far fewer 
channels available back in those days, and shorter hours of broadcasting, 
the ‘new’ colour programs were padded out with old B&W films, especially 

around the off peak times such as weekday daytime, Sunday afternoons and public holi-
days.  It was during these slots, especially on wet days when I wasn’t able to be outside, 
that I was exposed to the likes of Laurel and Hardy, Abbott and Costello, Alistair Sim, 
Margaret Rutherford and Will Hay, the focus of this essay.  These characters from a dif-
ferent era soon found a place in my heart where they still remain today. 
 
Will Hay, born in Stockton upon Tees on Dec 6th 1888, was during the 1930s and 40s 
just about the hottest comedy star in Britain, only the legendary George Formby com-
manded greater income from laughter than he did.  Will Hay was in today’s terms a 
‘superstar’.  Hay, a master of timing and playing the fool, was nearly always teamed up 
with two other comic actors Moore Marriott and Graham Moffatt, with whom he created 
scenes of hilarious disaster, tomfoolery and farce.  There are 18 feature films in which 
Hay starred and these are readily available on DVD and via You Tube.  My personal film 
favourite is ‘Oh Mr Porter’, in which Hay and his two side kicks play bumbling railway 
staff at the rural Irish station of ‘Buggleskelly’ .  But that is something of an aside. 
 
There was another side to Will Hay.  Away from stage and camera he was anything but 
the buffoon he portrayed on screen, rather a man of considerable intelligence and with a 
very enquiring mind.  He was particularly interested in science and engineering.  Will’s 
very considerable income allowed him to pursue his interests when away from the studio 
and public engagement.  These interests included, ocean going boats, flying and astrono-
my. 
 
Some fifteen or so years ago I was reading one of the monthly astronomy magazines 
where I first learned of Will Hay’s interest in astronomy! I couldn’t believe it, one of my 
childhood heroes and one that had faded into the mists of time was, like me, an amateur 
astronomer.  Of course I felt an instant kinship will my long dead film idol.  After all, the 
marvellous lunar craters he would have known and explored, the thrill of observing the 
planets and of recognising the night sky and star constellations as friends, were just the 
very same as those that filled my life with so much pleasure.  While observing one sum-
mer night in 1933, Will made a discovery with his telescope which turned his private pas-
sion into a very public one.  He discovered a large white ‘spot’ on the gaseous surface of 
Saturn.  Will was experienced enough to at once realise the significance of this surface 
change on Saturn and he was also well connected enough via his membership of the 
British Astronomical Society to get support with the corroboration of his discovery and its 
subsequent recording and accreditation to him as the discoverer.  
 
I found this all to be absolutely fascinating and immediately set about learning all I could 
of Will Hay the astronomer.  During my research I learned that Will had two primary tele-
scopes, a 12.5” Newtonian reflector and a 6” refractor -  an amazing arsenal of tele-
scopes for an amateur to have at his disposal at that time!  I also found that Patrick 
Moore had known Will Hay and had observed with him as a young man when both of  
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them lived in the South London suburb of Norwood.  I had some written and verbal dia-
logue with the late Sir Patrick on this matter. 
 
Some time passed and upon visiting an astronomer friend’s house I asked if I might bor-
row his copy of the BAA journal, not being a member at the time and so not having my 
own copy.  He readily agreed.  It was in this journal that I was to read a letter sent in by 
one Dr Robert Paterson of Thame, Oxon, who was writing on the subject of improve-
ments that he had made to the 12.5” Calver Newtonian reflector that had once been  
owned by Will Hay!  Well I never!  I immediately wrote a letter to Dr Patterson, summa-
rising my interest in Hay and his association with astronomy and asking if I might visit 
and take a look at this telescope.  Dr Paterson being the kindest and most charming gen-
tleman that one could wish to meet wrote back promptly and invited me to visit. 
 
During my first visit to Thame I was to learn many things about Will Hay. From an astro-
nomical perspective the most important were that Will Hay had discovered the white spot 
on Saturn with the smaller 6” Cooke refractor rather than the massive Calver reflector, 
and that he had a close friendship with the eminent amateur astronomer Dr Steavenson 
of the BAA, who was in effect Will Hay’s astronomical mentor.  It was Dr Steavenson to 
whom Hay had turned to for confirmation of his white spot discovery in 1933.  Dr Steav-
enson duly confirmed it with his own 6” Wray refractor during the early hours of the 
morning on Aug 4th 1933 - just 30 minutes or so after Will’s discovery just before mid-
night on the 3rd. 
 
Each time I visited Dr Paterson he would show me more artefacts and memorabilia asso-
ciated with Will Hay and Dr Steavenson, and it became as plain to me as it had to Dr Pat-
erson that when it came to astronomy the two gentlemen were inextricably linked.  In 
the public’s eye Hay was the famous one but when it came to science, especially astrono-
my, Dr Steavenson was the one who was well known and greatly respected. 
 

Above: The 12.5” Calver in Dale’s observatory. 

 
Left:  Dale himself at the eyepiece. 
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Will Hay died relatively young in 1944, but some 10 years before that Dr Steavenson had 
helped Hay re-home the massive 12.5” Calver that is now known as the HST (Hay Steav-
enson Telescope).  Hay had favoured the Cooke refractor, so the Newtonian was passed 
onto another BAA member: Doctor of Medicine, Dr Fry, who used and enjoyed the tele-
scope which he housed in an observatory until, as he grew older and less capable of  
using the heavy instrument, he decided that he should pass it onto another BAA mem-
ber.  This time it was the turn of my friend Dr Paterson to become custodian.  This  
transition was once again facilitated by the inimitable Dr Steavenson. 
 
Dr Paterson treasured the telescope for many years, finding it (after some small modifi-
cations) excellent for planetary, lunar and variable star observation, the latter being his 
favourite branch of astronomy.  After Dr Steavenson died in 1975, Dr Paterson bought 
another of Will Hay’s telescopes from an auction where some of Steavenson’s effects 
were being disposed of.  Dr Paterson was keen to reunite Will’s delightful small 3” Merz 
refractor with the bigger telescope.  The small wooden-tubed doublet refractor of  
excellent optical quality was, in effect, Will’s ‘travel scope’ and the case it lives in still 
bears P&O liner stickers from the pre WW11 period. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To conclude this particular essay I can say that I’m now the proud current custodian of 
two beautiful and historical instruments that once belonged to Mr Will Hay, comedian of 
great note, astronomer of considerable ability and philosopher, as is ably shown in this 
quotation in which he referred to his fellow astronomers as: 
 
“…the finest brotherhood on Earth, the only men who see life in its true proportion.  If 
we were all astronomers there’d be no more war.”  - William Thomson Hay F.R.AS 1888-
1944 
 
 
Dale Holt 

With the passing of time Dr 
Paterson retired from practicing 
medicine and decided that it 
was now the time for him to 
pass on the massive HST and 
replace it with a more modern, 
light weight, instrument with 
which to continue his studies of 
the heavens.  Flatteringly Dr 
Paterson chose me as the next 
custodian, an offer which didn’t 
take me long to consider before 
accepting.  To move the close 
to 1.5 tonnes of the Calver HST  
from near Oxford across  
country to my home close to  
Cambridge was no mean feat, 
but that is another story in  
itself! 

Above: 

 
Will Hay’s ‘travel scope’, the 3” Merz, at a Kelling 

Heath Star Party. 
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Above: Tom Latham’s image of part of the Veil Nebula. 

Below:  The Pelican Nebula, image by Paul Fearn. 

MEMBERS’ IMAGES 
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Above:The Milky Way over Devon, imaged by Shaun Reynolds. 

 
Below: A Harvest Super-Moon rises above the sea at Cromer.  Image by Chris Grimmer. 
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A short story by Ivan Rukaber. 
 
The rain plummeted from leaden skies, almost bouncing off the pavement.  The splashes soaked 
Tim’s jeans up to the knees as he walked, head down, no jacket, sodden sweatshirt plastered  to 
his skin.  A squally breeze sprang up and  turned the rain into hail, stinging his face and neck. 
 
‘Perfect!’ he sighed to himself. 
 
He rounded the corner and glanced ahead towards the bus stop just in time to see his bus, the 
last of the day, pulling away, its windows steamed up by the conversation and body heat of the 
passengers who should have included him. Too fed up to even swear as it left him behind, he 
kicked a black lump on the slick slabs in front if him.  It flew a few feet, opening like a fat, dark 
butterfly and flapped once before landing heavily with a splat.  Curious, Tim went to it and picked 
it up – it was a wallet- and a heavy one at that!  Looking inside he saw that the notes section 
was crammed with £50 notes – there had to be over £2000 in there, along with the usual collec-
tion of plastic, photos and driving licence.  He glanced at the face printed on the licence – male, 
very dark hair and eyes, the standard flat, expressionless image required by all official documents 
and what looked like a dark suit, white shirt and tie.  
 
Tim glanced around, the street was deserted, thinking rapidly, ‘Who would know if I just pocket-
ed this?’  His hand moved towards the back pocket of his jeans.  ‘I would,’ the counter-thought 
replied, ‘And anyway, how would I explain suddenly being so flush when everyone knows I’m 
skint and it’s still two weeks to payday.’  There was always more month left at the end of the 
money. 
Looking up again, Tim knew the police station was fairly close by.  He sighed again, passing the 
empty bus stop and headed along the street. 
 
Inside the station, the officer on the desk looked up as Tim approached, glancing with disapprov-
al  at the small puddle gathering at Tim’s feet when he got to the counter. 
 
“Can I help you?”  Tim placed the wallet down. 
 
“I just found this on St Mary’s Street.”  The officer picked it up, opened it and glanced sharply at 
him. 
 
“You brought it straight here? Just as you found it?” 
 
“Just as I found it.”  
 
The officer looked surprised.  “Well son, you’re a rare one these days.  Right then, let’s have your 
details for the report and then we’ll contact the owner,“  he looked at the licence,“Mr Sypher”.  
 
As he walked the three miles to his home Tim considered his actions.  For all of ten minutes he 
had been wealthier than he’d ever been before, and now here he was, still wet and walking 
home.  At least the rain had stopped. 
 

 

THE ULTIMATE GOTO SCOPE 
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After a couple of weeks, payday finally came and Tim had begun to forget about the wallet, its 
contents and what he could have done with it if he’d been a different person.  He was at home, 
texting Paul to see if he was going out that night, when the doorbell rang.  
 
When he opened the door, he was confronted be a tall, dark haired man in a suit, an expensive 
looking suit.  He looked past the man at the black, highly polished Mercedes parked by his gate.  
 
“Yes?” 
 
“Excuse, me, are you Mister Timothy Brooks?”  The man’s voice was low-pitched and surprisingly 
quiet. Tim started to feel a bit uneasy, the man looked important.  Was he in some kind of trou-
ble? 
 
“Why do you want to know?” he replied cagily.  The man smiled, but strangely that smile had no 
warmth. 
Well Tim, My name is Lou. You found something of mine a while back and this is the first chance 
I’ve had to come and say thank you.”  Pieces fell into place, the stranger’s face was the one on 
the driving licence in the wallet.  Tim relaxed and returned a smile of his own. 
 
“You’re welcome.”  
 
The stranger shook his hand with a firm but oddly cool grip. 
 
“I’m very grateful, and somewhat surprised, by your honesty Mr Brooks.  I’d like to give you a 
reward to show my gratitude.  Just name it, price no object.” 
 
Tim thought instantly, “Price no object eh? A Ferrari, or a Rolex maybe?  Perhaps a sharp suit 
like Lou’s, it might be Armani – not that I’d know an Armani suit.  No, perhaps best not to be too 
greedy.” Then it came to him –  
 
“Well, I’ve always wanted one of those telescopes that you can tell where to look and it just goes 
there and there you are.....perhaps one of them?”  
 
“Are you sure that’s what you want Timothy?”  The man’s eyes looked intently at him. 
 
“I’m pretty sure – yes.” Tim answered. 
 
“Fine,” Lou agreed, “but not just ‘one of them’ Timothy, you’re a rare man, you deserve the ulti-
mate ‘go to’ – I think they’re called – ‘scope!  I’ll arrange it in the morning and it will be delivered 
here shortly.  Keep an eye out for it.”  Again there was that odd smile as he shook Tim’s 
hand .”Goodbye Timothy.”  Lou turned, walked briskly back to his car, got in the back seat and 
was gone. 
 
 
Three days later Tim came home to find a card on the doormat, ‘Parcel left with neighbour at 
number 19 – too big to fit through letterbox’. 
 
Rushing next door, Tim endured the gently questioning of Mrs Stockton about the large mysteri-
ous package sitting in her conservatory.  In her eighties, Mrs Stockton didn’t get out much, and 
as neighbours go she was pretty good.  She fed his cat when he went on holiday and being 
slightly deaf, never complained if he had a party or turned his music up a bit when the mood  
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took him.  Finally he made his excuses, picked up the box, which was heavy but not unmanagea-
ble, and made his way back home. 
 
Armed with a sharp knife, the box was opened in seconds, the carpet covered in polystyrene and 
a curious collection of components.  Tim checked the manual: optical tube; fork mount; tripod; 
handset, eyepieces; even batteries – it was all there.  Bizarrely, there was no maker’s name on 
any of the parts or the paperwork – the tube wasn’t dark blue or orange, so it wasn’t a Meade or 
Celestron, nor was it light blue like the Chinese ‘scopes which had become so popular in recent 
years, it was a piano gloss black.  Perhaps it was one of those exotic Russian jobs, or even a 
custom-built job, the guy was probably rich enough to be able to afford one.  Tim didn’t care, he 
followed the instructions, assembled it, carefully carAried it through the patio doors into the back 
garden and waited for night to fall. 
 
As the first stars began to make themselves known in the sky above him, Tim thought excitedly 
about what to look at first; then he remembered.  The local paper had run an article from a local 
astronomer, talking about how Saturn was a spectacular sight in the early evening, going on 
about its rings and moons.  
 
“Saturn it is,” he said to no-one in particular, looking at the black telescope on its equally black 
tripod.  It’s motors hummed softly, seemingly with expectation.  Tim walked over and picked up 
the handset, scrolling through the menu until he found the category he wanted – ‘planets’.  He 
moved the cursor down the screen until Saturn was highlighted and pressed the GOTO button. 
 
For a split second, Tim realised the astronomer had been right, the rings were spectacular.  He 
never got to see the moons though – his eyeballs had frozen almost instantaneously while his 
blood boiled as his body fell slowly towards the pale orange disk with its girdle of glistening ice, 
rock and dust. 
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                         Wonders Around Bode’s Nebula 
 
 

Most of you are familiar with M81 and M82, discovered by Johann Bode on December 
31st 1774 and later included in Messier’s catalogue.  However, close by are several, more  
challenging, targets.  Eight inches or more of aperture would be most suitable.  I shall  
concentrate on roughly a ten degree circle around these prominent galaxies.  For those 
who have not seen these two magnificent, bright galaxies be sure to take a look before 
you hunt out those nearby. 

 
 

 
You’ll have to move about half a finder scope field of view to come across the next group.  
NGC 2985 was, not surprisingly, another Herschel discovery in 1785.  Kepple and Sanner* 
notes that it has a conspicuous stellar core viewed in an 8” to 10” scope.  My own obser-
vation from Seething in December 2013 logged it as fairly bright in my 12” Dob.  Two 
more galaxies, NGC 3027 and 3065, form a line with NGC 2985, less than a degree apart. 
Somewhat fainter, these two have so far eluded me.  
 

 

WEBB’S WONDERS 

First up and quite close to M81, on the opposite 
side to M82, is NGC 3077.   
 
It was discovered by William Herschel on 8th  
November 1801.  It is fairly bright at mag 9.9v.  
Just below he discovered NGC 2976 on the 
same night.  This is also a similar size and mag 
10.2v.  Slightly out of the way is NGC 2787, at 
mag 10.8v and 1.5’ diameter in an 8 inch scope 
this should be quite visible.  On a good night 
larger apertures will reveal it more as a 2.5’ x 
1.5’ oval. 

Left:  M82, M81, and NGC 3077  

 
Images of  

NGC 2976 (left) 

and  

NGC 3147(right). 
 

Bear in mind that 
the view through 

a modest scope 

will not  
Necessarily  

show as much 
detail. 
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Just a little over 1.5 degrees away, and hopping into the constellation of Draco, another 
spiral galaxy, NGC 3147, pops into view at mag 10.7.  Kepple and Sanner remarks it has 
a large well concentrated core.  The final galaxy in this mini tour is NGC 3348.  This is 
the smallest and dimmest of them at mag 11.2v and barely 1’ diameter.  I observed 
those two from my urban back garden in November 2014 with my 12” Dob, along with 
eleven others in a galaxy hop towards Polaris. 
 
 

 
 
It is always worth studying the area of sky around the more popular Messier objects.  
This makes observing much more productive and fun as you hardly have to move the 
scope to land on the next object.  Admittedly these galaxies are by no means as spectac-
ular as the more popular ones but equally, if not more, rewarding to hunt down and ob-
serve.  Playing with magnification to get the optimum view is key here.  Typically I prefer 
around 124x with my 12”.  I recommend a good map or planetarium software to aid in 
identifying close by objects.  I use several maps that you can get off the internet for free.  
The Sky Safari app is also brilliant. 
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Find more of Paul’s hints on how to find celestial wonders on the NAS Forum Observing Section. 

 
Happy Stargazing 
 
Paul Webb 
 

* Kepple & Sanner, ‘The Night Sky Observer’s Guide’. This is possibly the best guide to deep sky 
objects.  It gives detailed descriptions of real observations in scopes from 4” to 18”.  Listing over 
2000 galaxies and thousands more objects to keep you interested and busy. 

 

   
 
 

18th December 2015.  Christmas  Party . 8.0pm. (See Chairman’s Report for details.) 
 
15th & 16th January 2016.  Public Open Night. ‘New Horizons to Pluto—    Part 2’, 
Dave Cook 
 
29th January 2016.  Annual General Meeting. 
 
19th & 20th February 2016.  Public Open Night. Subject to be confirmed. 
Dave Balcombe 
 
18th & 19th March 2016.  Public Open Night. ‘Dawn Mission to the  
Asteroid Belt’, 
Dave Cook 
 
22nd & 23rd April 2016.  Public Open Night. ‘The Sun and Solar  
Observing’, 
Andy Gardiner 

PROGRAMME OF EVENTS 2015 – 16 

There are many galaxies within reach of the 
scopes owned by our club.  Ask a member of 
the committee to find out when you can be 
trained to use them.  Also look out on the 
club forum under ‘observing at Seething’ to 
find out when some of  us will be there ob-
serving any time of the week when it is clear.  
I’m usually there and happy to help you dis-
cover the wonders of the sky. 

Left:  Another of the wonders  to be found in 

this region. 
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